Men’s Tournament #1 - February 5th, 2021 @ Michigan Tech
Check-in @ 8:30 AM EST - Play begins @ 9:00 AM EST
***Be aware, Michigan Tech is in the Eastern Time Zone. Please plan accordingly.***
1. Tournament Venue – Student Development Complex (SDC), 101 Macinnes Dr. Houghton, MI 49931. Link to hotel list here.
2. Parking, Lockers and Facilities Usage: Free parking in lot 22, which is directly outside the main doors to the Student
Development Complex. Please see a MTU Campus Map here.
3. Volleyballs – Teams are responsible for their own warm-up volleyballs, and to provide one game ball per match. Only
Molten volleyballs may be used for game balls.
4. Scoresheets – Officials will bring completed score sheets to the designated tournament location.
5. Concessions – Concessions unlikely to be available. However, there are several options nearby. Here is a list of nearby
restaurants and fast food places.
6. Team Rosters – Are set from the first play date, and will then remain as submitted for the remainder of the 2022 WVC
season including the WVC Championships Tournament, unless formally appealed through the WVC Advisory Committee. If a
player is “moved up” during the season, the change must be made official by submitting the change to Jason Smith/Scott
Spiess, and at that time the player may not move down for the remainder of the season.
7. Questions about Houghton or the events of the weekend?
Ryan Frost (MTU President): rrfrost@mtu.edu or (530)-409-4679
Matthew Radloff (WVC Onsite Director): mjradlof@mtu.edu or (715) 573-2919
TOURNAMENT FORMAT
1. Start times are used for scheduling only as matches will take place after the previous match is concluded on that court.
2. Matches are best 2 of 3 sets.
3. Warm-ups:
Standard NCAA 10 minutes (2 shared passing, 4 minutes first team on court, 4 minutes second team on court)
●
Warm-ups can be shortened later in the day if both teams agree.
●
4. Officiating - Teams must provide an R2, 2 line judges, and 2 scorekeepers for all pool play matches. R1’s will be provided
for all matches. Please bring whistles for your team.
5. USAV indoor rules. Libero serving and 12 Substitutions will be used.
The Jewelry rule from USAV states: For adult competition, jewelry may be worn provided its nature does not present a
concern for safety, e.g., extremely long necklaces and/or necklaces with large medallions, or large hoop earrings.”

“The purpose of the Wisconsin Volleyball Conference is to promote quality and competitive Men’s and Women’s Volleyball in
Wisconsin”

Michigan Technological University
8-Team Tournament
Saturday, February 5th

Tournament Information:
Game setup:
Warm-ups 2-4-4 for the first matches (1-2-2 after)
Best of 3 sets: 25-25-15 (win by 2)
Teams are required to bring their own balls for warm-ups
Seeding:
1) Sets Record
2) Head to Head (if applicable)
3) Total Point Differential
*Once winner and loser brackets are set, seeds may change so clubs do not play inter-school
clubs (EAU1 vs EAU2) in the first round.

Reffing:
Each team is required to ref according to the assigned schedule below. Notice that
bracket reffing is determined by seeding or outcome, so please double-check before
leaving for the day or for food in between. Each refereeing team must provide a down-ref, two
line judges, one scorebook tracker, and one scoreboard operator. Please bring your own
whistles for down refs; scoresheets and scoreboards will be provided.

Covid-19 Protocol:
Michigan Tech is at health and safety level two. This means that masks are not required during
the time in the gym but are suggested and that there is no policy against food in the building.
Please use your best judgment and follow all directions of MTU Staff or Ryan Frost.

Tournament Contact:
Ryan Frost (MTU President): rrfrost@mtu.edu or (530)-409-4679
Matthew Radloff (WVC Onsite Director): mjradlof@mtu.edu or (715) 573-2919

Location:
Student Development Complex (SDC), 101 Macinnes Dr. Houghton, MI 49931. Link to hotel list here.

The parking above is denoted by the blue P and the black arrow leads to the main
entrance. Enter the building and turn left. Straight ahead will be the multi gym and
taking a left from there will lead you straight to the wood gym.

Teams & Schedule:

